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ABSTRACT
El Niño stimulates an anomalous cyclone over the North Pacific during its developing phase. Using 30
CGCMs and 11 AGCMs from CMIP5, we find a weakly strengthened anomalous North Pacific cyclone (NPC)
in a warmer climate in CGCMs, and intermodel uncertainty exists. A similar change of the anomalous NPC is
found in AGCMs with increased mean state SST but with a stronger amplitude of enhancement. Based on a
simple Gill model, the diabatic heating anomaly, mean state static stability, and meridional gradient of relative vorticity are identified to be responsible for the change of the anomalous NPC. Analyses of the CMIP5
models suggest that the change of the anomalous NPC is largely determined by the competition between the
enhanced diabatic heating anomaly and the enhanced mean state static stability. The amplitude of enhancement of the anomalous NPC is strongly modulated by the change of precipitation anomaly over the
equatorial central-eastern Pacific, which depends on the changes of mean state SST and the El Niño–related
SST anomaly. Compared with a uniform warming, an El Niño–like mean state SST warming favors a much
stronger enhancement of the anomalous NPC, by enhancing the mean state precipitation and latent heating
anomaly associated with the precipitation anomaly over the equatorial Pacific. However, the air–sea coupling
acts to weaken the SST anomaly associated with El Niño in the CGCMs, which further reduces the enhancement of the anomalous NPC.

1. Introduction
At interannual time scale, El Niño–Southern Oscillation
is the dominant signal in the tropics, and it has a
profound impact on global climate (Rasmusson and
Carpenter 1982; Webster and Yang 1992; Webster
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et al. 1998; Alexander et al. 2002). Through atmospheric
teleconnections, El Niño can remotely modulate the climate variability over the northwest Pacific peripheral
regions (Wang et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2003; Li et al. 2018;
Zhang et al. 2017; Jiang and Li 2018), leading to meteorological disasters, such as floods (Zong and Chen 2000),
droughts (Keil et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2014), and haze (Li
et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2018; He et al. 2019c). Thus understanding the variability of the El Niño–related atmospheric anomalies is of great economic and societal value.
Forced by the positive sea surface temperature (SST)
anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific, an
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anomalous cyclone is stimulated over the North Pacific
during the developing phase of El Niño, which is the
prominent circulation system over the western North
Pacific (WNP) (Wang et al. 2003; Li et al. 2018). During
the summer of developing El Niño, the western edge of
the anomalous North Pacific cyclone (NPC) could extend westward to East Asia and directly weaken the East
Asian summer monsoon, resulting in deficient precipitation over eastern China (Wu et al. 2003). Meanwhile,
the WNP monsoon trough extends westward, which increases the geneses of the tropical cyclone (TC) over the
southeast quadrant of the tropical Pacific (Chen et al.
1998; Wang and Chan 2002). The anomalous NPC is also
the key bridge for the formation of the anomalous
western North Pacific anticyclone (Li et al. 2018; Wu
et al. 2017b). Modulated by the seasonal transition of
the mean state, the western branch of the anomalous
NPC withdraws eastward gradually during the developing phase of El Niño (Wu et al. 2017b). The northeasterly wind over the western branch of the anomalous
NPC interacts with the local SST through the wind–
evaporation–SST feedback (Wang et al. 2000) or advects an air mass with negative moist enthalpy into the
near-equatorial WNP (Wu et al. 2017a), giving rise to
the formation of the anomalous anticyclone, which
could further modulate the East Asian climate variability
(Wang et al. 2000; Li et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2017).
Given the great impact of global warming on climate
variability, great effort has been devoted to detect how
ENSO’s teleconnections may change in the future (e.g.,
Kug et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2014; Perry et al. 2017;
Jiang et al. 2018; He et al. 2019b). Kug et al. (2010)
suggested the eastward shift of ENSO’s teleconnection
over the North Pacific–American based on multiple
coupled general circulation models (CGCMs), and Zhou
et al. (2014) proposed that ENSO-forced Pacific–North
American (PNA) teleconnection pattern will intensify
and move eastward in the future during El Niño mature
winter based on atmospheric-only models. Perry et al.
(2017) investigated the future changes of ENSO temperature and precipitation teleconnections over global
land area during boreal winter, and found that spatial
extents of the above teleconnections increase robustly.
Both Jiang et al. (2018) and He et al. (2019b) indicated a
weakened anomalous western North Pacific anticyclone
during the summer of decaying El Niño, possibly through
the change in SST anomaly over the WNP associated with
the local air–sea interaction (Jiang et al. 2018) or the
weakened impact of the tropical Indian Ocean on the
atmosphere (He et al. 2019b). While the mechanisms
controlling the variability of the atmospheric circulation
anomaly are different during different El Niño phases (Li
et al. 2018), it is still unclear how the global warming will
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modulate the WNP circulation anomaly during the developing phase of El Niño.
To understand the impact of the global warming on
the WNP circulation anomaly during the developing
phase of El Niño, ensemble simulation by fully coupled
GCMs is needed to suppress the stochastic oscillation
generated by internal variability (Deser et al. 2012; Xie
et al. 2015). The possible response of the anomalous
circulation over the WNP to global warming may be
affected by the change in the SST anomaly associated
with El Niño or the sensitivity of the atmosphere to the
SST anomaly. It is suggested that the response of ENSO
amplitude to global warming suffers larger uncertainty
(Collins et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2015; Maher et al. 2018).
Even if the ENSO amplitude is unchanged in the future,
the precipitation anomaly over the tropical Pacific becomes stronger (Power et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014), which
can further modulate the atmospheric circulation anomalies. In the current study, we focus on the behavior of the
anomalous NPC during the autumn of developing El
Niño and aim to answer the following questions: 1) How
will the global warming impact the response of the
anomalous NPC to El Niño? 2) What underlying physical mechanisms are responsible for the change of the
anomalous NPC?
The rest of paper is organized as follows. The model,
data, and methods are described in section 2. The simulated WNP atmospheric anomalies during the autumn
of developing El Niño are evaluated against the observation in section 3. Section 4 investigates the response of
the anomalous NPC to global warming in CGCMs and
atmospheric general circulation models (ACGMs). A
theoretical model is adopted to thoroughly understand
the mechanisms for the responses simulated by CGCMs
and AGCMs in section 5, and the mechanisms for the
amplitude of change in the precipitation anomaly over
the equatorial central-eastern Pacific are investigated in
section 6. Finally, conclusions and a discussion are presented in section 7.

2. Model, data, and methods
a. Models
In total 30 CGCMs from phase 5 of the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al.
2012) are adopted for analyses in the current study
(listed in Table S1 in the online supplemental material
with brief descriptions). The monthly outputs of the
Historical and the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) experiments are adopted for analyses,
and only one realization for each model is used to give
equal weight. The Historical experiment of the CMIP5
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models is performed by forcing the CGCMs with observed historical external forcing, while the RCP8.5 experiment is forced by a high-emission pathway toward a
radiative forcing of 8.5 W m22 in the year 2100 (van
Vuuren et al. 2011). The RCP8.5 experiment is compared
to the Historical experiment to extract the GHG-forced
responses. The 1950–99 period in the Historical experiment is adopted as the baseline climate (20C), and the
2050–99 period in the RCP8.5 experiment is considered as
the future climate (21C).
To investigate whether the change of the El Niño–
related SST anomaly is necessary for the change of the
anomalous NPC, the AMIP, AMIP4K, and AMIPFuture
experiments based on the AGCMs participating in CMIP5
(the 11 boldface models in Table S1) are analyzed. The
AMIP experiment is referred to as 20C and the AMIP4K/
AMIPFuture experiments is referred to as 21C. The
AMIP experiment is forced by the observed monthly SST
evolution for 1979–2008. The underlying SST pattern in
the AMIP4K experiment is obtained by adding a globally
uniform SST warming of 4 K to the observed SST, while
the underlying SST pattern in the AMIPFuture experiment is the observed SST plus a patterned SST warming
derived from the CMIP3 multimodel ensemble mean of
quadrupling CO2 simulation (Bony et al. 2011; Taylor et al.
2012; Zhou et al. 2014). Since the interannual variability of
the SST anomalies is exactly the same in the three experiments, the differences between AMIP and AMIP4K
experiments indicate the modulation of global warming on
the interannual climate variability while keeping the El
Niño–related SST anomaly unchanged, and a comparison
between AMIPFuture and AMIP4K experiments tells
whether the warming pattern of the mean state SST can
modulate the interannual climate variability.

b. Observation data
The following reanalysis and observational data are
adopted in this study: 1) the monthly atmospheric variables from NCEP–NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996),
including horizontal wind and geopotential height [note
that streamfunction c is calculated from horizontal wind
vector, and the eddy geopotential height (He) is calculated by removing the simultaneous tropical–subtropical
(08–258N) mean geopotential height (He et al. 2018)]; 2)
the monthly SST derived from Extended Reconstructed
SST version 5 (B. Huang et al. 2017); and 3) the gridded
precipitation derived from the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP) version 2.3 (Adler et al. 2003).

c. Methods
All the observational and model data are bilinearly
interpolated onto a 2.58 3 2.58 horizontal grid. An 8-yr
high-pass Fourier filter is applied to all the data to
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extract interannual variability. In this study, we focus
on boreal autumn [September–November (SON)].
The ENSO index is defined as the regional averaged
SST anomaly over the Niño-3.4 region (58S–58N, 1708–
1208W). Due to the large uncertainty in the response of
ENSO amplitude change to global warming (Collins
et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2015; Maher et al. 2018), we
mainly investigate the sensitivity of the atmospheric
anomalies to the El Niño–related SST anomaly. First, all
the atmospheric anomalies are regressed onto the contemporary unstandardized ENSO index, and the regression slope is calculated at each grid for each model.
Second, the multimodel median (MMM) is obtained at
each grid among the models. For the change of the atmospheric circulation indexes, the values of the indexes
are calculated for each model before the MMM is obtained. We also examine the results based on the multimodel mean (Figs. S1–S3), which are similar to MMM.
Since the median is more robust and less affected by
outliers based on previous studies (Gleckler et al. 2008;
Naughten et al. 2018), we mainly show the results based
on the MMM. According to Power et al. (2012), 68% of
intermodel consensus on the sign of the change equals
the 95% confidence level of the Student’s t test, and
a tighter threshold of 70% intermodel consistency is
adopted in the current study.

3. Observed and simulated atmospheric anomalies
over the western North Pacific during the
autumn of developing El Niño
Figure 1 shows the observed and simulated atmospheric anomalies during the autumn of developing El
Niño. The negative He anomalies extend from about
1308E to eastern Pacific, with a large anomalous cyclone
appearing over the North Pacific (Fig. 1a), which is the
prominent circulation system during developing El Niño
over the WNP. The northerly wind over the western
branch of the anomalous NPC interacts with the local
SST through the wind–evaporation–SST feedback (Wang
et al. 2000) or advects air mass with negative moist enthalpy into the near-equatorial WNP (Wu et al. 2017a),
leading to the formation of the anomalous anticyclone
over the South China Sea (SCS), characterized by the
positive He anomalies (Fig. 1a). As shown in Fig. 1b for
the streamfunction anomalies, the WNP and the SCS are
characterized by negative and positive streamfunction
anomalies respectively, corresponding to the anomalous
NPC and anticyclone. Forced by the warm underlying SST
anomaly, the equatorial central-eastern Pacific is occupied
by the strong precipitation anomaly (Fig. 1b), and the
strong latent heating anomaly released by the anomalous
precipitation drives the atmospheric teleconnections
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FIG. 1. Regressed anomalies during the autumn of developing El Niño onto the simultaneous Niño-3.4 index for
(top) observation, (middle) the Historical experiment, and (bottom) the AMIP experiment. The regressed
anomalies are (left) eddy geopotential height (He; gpm) and wind (m s21) at 850 hPa and (right) streamfunction
(contours; 106 m2 s21) at 850 hPa and precipitation (shading; mm day21). The contours in the right panel are from
22.4 3 106 to 1.6 3 106 m2 s21 with an interval of 0.2 3 106 m2 s21, and negative contours are dashed. The regressed
anomalies significant at the 95% confidence level are stippled.

and is responsible for the remote impacts of ENSO
(Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Trenberth et al. 1998; Chiang
and Sobel 2002).
Previous studies have suggested that the models could
generally capture the major atmospheric anomalies
during El Niño (e.g., Zhou et al. 2014; Perry et al. 2017;
He et al. 2019b). The anomalous WNP circulations
simulated by the CGCMs and AGCMs are shown in
Figs. 1c–f based on the MMM. Compared to the observation, the AGCMs and CGCMs could capture the
major atmospheric anomalies, including the anomalous
NPC, the associated positive precipitation anomaly, and
easterly wind anomalies over the equatorial Pacific. The
major bias is that the anomalous NPC and the easterly
wind anomalies over the equatorial Pacific extends

relatively westward as well as the associated positive
precipitation anomaly, especially in the CGCMs. Overall,
the similarity between the simulated circulation pattern
and the observation suggests that the models have the
capability of capturing the major observed climate variability during the autumn of developing El Niño, giving
us confidence to further investigate the response of the
anomalous NPC to global warming.

4. Responses of the anomalous North Pacific
cyclone to global warming in CGCMs
and AGCMs
Figure 2 shows the responses of He, streamfunction,
wind at 850 hPa, and precipitation anomalies during the
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FIG. 2. The projected change of the regressed anomalies as shown in Fig. 1 scaled by the tropical (308S–308N)
mean SST warming in the (top) RCP8.5, (middle) AMIP4K, and (bottom) AMIPFuture experiments. The contours
in the right panel are from 20.3 3 106 to 0.3 3 106 m2 s21 with an interval of 0.05 3 106 m2 s21, and negative
contours are dashed. The changes agreeing with at least 70% of the individual models are stippled. The red
(108–328N, 1358–1758E) and green (108–308N, 1308–1808E) boxes are the key regions selected to define the He index
and the c index.

autumn of developing El Niño in RCP8.5, AMIP4K, and
AMIPFuture experiments, in terms of the MMM for
each experiment. All the changes are scaled by the
tropical (308S–308N) mean SST warming values, which
are 2.5, 4.0, and 4.8 K for the RCP8.5, AMIP4K, and
AMIPFuture experiments respectively. Compared to
the 20C, weakly enhanced negative He anomalies appear over the WNP but agree with less than 70% of the
individual models, accompanied with an anomalous
cyclone (Fig. 2a) and enhanced negative streamfunction
anomalies (contours in Fig. 2b). The above multiple
metrics consistently indicate a weak enhancement of the
anomalous NPC in the MMM. The positive precipitation anomaly over the equatorial Pacific on the east of
the date line is robustly strengthened, resulting in the

robust enhancement of the diabatic heating anomaly. As
the anomalous NPC is directly forced by the diabatic
heating anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern
Pacific (Wang et al. 2000; Li et al. 2018; Wu et al.
2017b), it raises a question as to why the robustly enhanced diabatic heating anomaly results in a weakly
enhanced anomalous NPC in the RCP8.5 experiment.
In the AMIP4K and AMIPFuture experiments (Figs.
2c–f), the changes of the atmospheric anomalies during the autumn of developing El Niño share a similar
pattern with the RCP8.5 experiment but with a generally stronger enhancement. The difference of the
atmospheric circulation anomalies between 21C and
20C in AGCMs is characterized by robust negative
He anomalies with an anomalous cyclone (Figs. 2c,e),
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and negative streamfunction anomalies (Fig. 2d), suggesting a robust enhancement of the anomalous NPC
during the autumn of developing El Niño. In contrast
to the fixed interannual SST variability in the AGCMs,
the interannual variability of SST anomalies may
change in the CGCMs, and the different amplitudes in
the change of the anomalous NPC between the AGCMs
and CGCMs suggest that the change of the El Niño–
related SST anomalies may play a significant role in
modulating the change of WNP circulation under global
warming.
Two indexes are adopted to quantitatively evaluate
the change of the anomalous NPC. Figures 3a and 3b
show the absolute change of the He index and c index
during the autumn of developing El Niño, where the He
index is defined as the regional averaged He anomalies
within the red box shown in Fig. 2a, and the c index is
defined as the regional averaged streamfunction anomalies within the green box shown in Fig. 2b. As consistently shown by these two indexes, the anomalous NPC
is weakly enhanced in RCP8.5 and robustly enhanced
in the AMIP4K and AMIPFuture experiments in the
MMM in terms of enhanced negative He and streamfunction anomalies over the WNP, and the amplitude of
enhancement is stronger in AMIPFuture than in AMIP4K.
Based on the c index, the MMM of the percentage
changes for the intensity of the anomalous NPC are
2.8%, 6.7%, and 14.0% K21 in the RCP8.5, AMIP4K,
and AMIPFuture experiments respectively, relative to
the intensity of the anomalous NPC in 20C.
Previous studies indicated that the change of the WNP
circulation anomalies is largely attributed to ENSO regime shift (Zhang et al. 2011, 2014) in the observation,
with the central Pacific El Niño occurring more frequently and eastern Pacific El Niño becoming less common after the 1990s (Lee and McPhaden 2010; Xiang
et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014). Based on the above qualitative and quantitative results, global warming has a
significant modulation on the change of the WNP circulation anomalies. A weakly enhanced anomalous North
Pacific cyclone is found during the autumn of developing
El Niño in a warmer climate in CGCMs, and suffers intermodel uncertainty. Similar changes appear in AGCMs
with increased mean state SST but featuring a strong
amplitude of enhancement. As the anomalous NPC is
ultimately a Rossby wave response to the positive
diabatic heating anomaly over the equatorial centraleastern Pacific, the underlying physical mechanisms
controlling the change of the anomalous NPC are explored with the aid of a simple Gill model (Wang and Li
1993) in section 5, and the possible causes for the different amplitude of enhancement between CGCMs and
AGCMs are further explored in section 6.
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FIG. 3. The absolute change of the (a) He index (gpm K21) and
(b) c index (106 m2 s21 K21) in the experiments performed by the
CGCMs and AGCMs. (c) The percentage change in the intensity of
the anomalous NPC based on the c index (% K21). The color bar
indicates the MMM, and the thin black bar denotes the range between the 30th and 70th percentiles of the individual models.
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5. Mechanisms for the change of the anomalous
North Pacific cyclone in a warmer climate
Most of the previous studies investigated the responses of the atmospheric circulation to global warming by evaluating the behavior of the vertical motion
(e.g., He and Li 2019; Held and Soden 2006; Vecchi
et al. 2008), and the horizontal component is always
overlooked. The traditional method by diagnosing the
simplified thermodynamic equation (e.g., Li et al. 2015;
Pendergrass and Gerber 2016; He and Li 2019) cannot explain the response of the Gill-type atmospheric
anomalies to global warming. The anomalous NPC
during the autumn of developing El Niño is stimulated
by the positive latent heating anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific associated with local warm
SST anomaly through a Gill-type response (Gill 1980;
Wang et al. 2000; Li et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2017b). The
atmospheric circulation response to a specified diabatic
heating described by the Gill model in an equatorial
beta plane with a longwave approximation may be
written as
8
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where u, y, Ø, and Q represent interannual time scale
zonal wind, meridional wind, geopotential, and diabatic
heating, respectively; also, « is the Rayleigh friction
coefficient, c is the first-baroclinic gravity wave speed, I
is the heating coefficient, and b denotes the equivalent
beta [b 5 b0 1 (›z/›y)]. Based on Eq. (1), the rotational
component of atmospheric circulation (designated by
streamfunction c) and its change can be obtained, and
the detailed derivation is described in the appendix.
Considering a steady-state response at each equilibrium
states and using d to denote the fractional change between two equilibrium states, the response of the rotational component of atmospheric circulation to global
warming is expressed as
d(c) 5 d(Q) 2 A 3 d(s) 1 B 3 d
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,
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(2)

where c is the streamfunction anomaly calculated from
the low-level wind anomaly, and parameters A and B are
the functions of atmospheric mean state static stability
and meridional gradient of the mean state relative vorticity respectively. The detailed derivations for Eq. (2)

are described in the appendix. Given the Rayleigh friction coefficient of 1.0 day21 and characteristic zonal
length scale of 5000 km, the parameters A and B can be
calculated, and Eq. (2) can be written as
d(c) 5 d(Q) 2 0:62 3 d(s) 1 0:1 3 d

 
›z
:
›y

(3)

Equation (3) shows that the fractional change of the
anomalous low-level circulation response to a specified
El Niño–forced diabatic heating anomaly under global
warming is determined by the fractional change of the
diabatic heating anomaly Q, mean state static stability s,
and the meridional gradient of the mean state relative
vorticity ›z/›y. To understand the relative contributions
from the three factors, the spatial pattern and the magnitude of changes of these three factors are evaluated in
Figs. 4 and 5.
As the latent heating anomaly dominates the diabatic
heating anomaly over the tropical Pacific associated
with ENSO, Figs. 4a–c show the changes of precipitation
anomaly over the tropical Pacific. All the experiments
performed by the CGCMs and the AGCMs consistently
project an enhanced anomalous precipitation over the
equatorial central-eastern Pacific. As shown in Fig. 5a,
the precipitation anomaly is robustly enhanced by 5.4%,
7.0%, and 16.5% K21 in the RCP8.5, AMIP4K, and
AMIPFuture experiments, respectively, consistent with
the differentiated magnitudes of enhancement of the
anomalous NPC among these three experiments.
As a result of the moist adiabatic adjustment (Knutson
and Manabe 1995; Schneider et al. 2010), the uppertropospheric temperature increases at a higher rate than
lower-troposphere temperature (Fig. S4), and the mean
state static stability is thus robustly strengthened in a
warmer climate (Figs. 4d–f). The amplitudes in the enhancement of the mean state static stability over the
tropical Pacific are 3.7%, 4.2%, and 4.5% K21 in the
RCP8.5, AMIP4K, and AMIPFuture experiments, respectively, which are close to each other (Fig. 5b). The
enhanced mean state static stability could reduce the sensitivity of the anomalous atmospheric circulation to the
diabatic heating anomaly (Li et al. 2015; P. Huang et al.
2017; He and Li 2019; He et al. 2019a), acting as a competing role compared to the enhanced diabatic heating
anomaly.
Based on the observation, the value of the meridional
gradient of the mean state relative vorticity over the
near-equatorial WNP dominates the behavior of the
anomalous NPC during the El Niño developing phase
(Wu et al. 2017b); thus, the near-equatorial WNP (denoted by the black dashed rectangles in Figs. 4g–i) is
selected as the key region to evaluate the change of the
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FIG. 4. The projected change (scaled by the tropical mean SST warming) of the precipitation anomaly over the tropical Pacific
(mm day21 K21), mean state static stability (1026 m2 s22 Pa22 K21), and the meridional gradient of the mean state relative vorticity
(s22 K21) over the WNP in the (left) RCP8.5, (center) AMIP4K, and (right) AMIPFuture experiments. The changes agreeing with at least
70% of the individual models are stippled.

meridional gradient of the mean state relative vorticity.
Compared to the 20C, no robust signals are found over
the key region in the MMM of CGCMs (Fig. 4g), while
the meridional gradient of the mean state relative

vorticity is robustly strengthened in the AGCMs (Figs.
4h–i). The change of the meridional gradient of the
mean state relative vorticity may result from the change
of the climatological cyclone over the SCS and the

FIG. 5. The percentage change (% K21) of the three key factors in the RCP8.5, AMIP4K, and AMIPFuture experiments. The color bar
indicates the MMM, and the thin black bar denotes the range between the 30th and 70th percentiles of the individual models. The three
key factors are (a) the precipitation anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific (108S–108N, 1708E–1408W) denoted by the black
rectangles in Figs. 4a–c; (b) the mean state static stability over the tropical Pacific (308S–308N, 1208E–808W); and (c) the meridional
gradient of the mean state relative vorticity over the near-equatorial WNP (18–138N, 1258–1608E) denoted by the black rectangles in
Figs. 4g–i.
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TABLE 1. The relative contribution (% K21) of the diabatic heating anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific [d(Q)], mean
state static stability [20:62 3 d(s)], and the meridional gradient of the mean state relative vorticity over the near-equatorial WNP
[0:1 3 d(›z/›y)] to the fractional change of anomalous NPC [d(c)] based on the MMM. The predicted fractional changes of the anomalous
NPC based on the theoretical model [Eq. (3); d(Q) 2 0:62 3 d(s) 1 0:1 3 d(›z/›y)] are shown in the penultimate row, and the CGCMsimulated and AGCM-simulated fractional changes in the intensity of the anomalous NPC [d(c)] are shown in the last row.

d(Q)
20:62 3 d(s)
0:1 3 d(›z/›y)
d(Q) 2 0:62 3 d(s) 1 0:1 3 d(›z/›y)
d(c)

RCP8.5

AMIP4K

AMIPFuture

5.4
22.3
0.05
3.1
2.8

7.0
22.6
0.69
5.1
6.7

16.5
22.8
0.90
14.6
14.0

subtropical high over the North Pacific (Fig. S5). Figure
5c evaluates the change in its regional averaged value
over the key region. The percentage change of the meridional gradient of the mean state relative vorticity is
0.5%, 6.9%, and 9.2% K21 in the RCP8.5, AMIP4K, and
AMIPFuture experiments, respectively. According to
Wu et al. (2017b), the enhanced meridional gradient of
the mean state relative vorticity favors an enhanced
anomalous NPC.
A quantitative evaluation of the three terms in the
theoretical model [Eq. (3)] is presented in Table 1. The
changes in the intensity of anomalous NPC in terms of
the c index are 2.8%, 6.7%, and 14.0% K21 for the
RCP8.5, AMIP4K, and AMIPFuture experiments, respectively, and the theoretical model predicts a change
of 3.1%, 5.1%, and 14.6% K21 under the prescribed
changes of El Niño–forced diabatic heating anomaly Q,
mean state static stability s, and the meridional gradient
of the mean state relative vorticity ›z/›y over the nearequatorial WNP for these three experiments. The predicted changes in the intensity of anomalous NPC are
close to the values based on the comprehensive models,
demonstrating that the theoretical model quantitatively
captures the relative contributions of the essential factors responsible for the response of the anomalous NPC
to global warming. The quantitative changes of the three
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) shown in Table 1
suggest the change of the anomalous NPC is largely
determined by the competition between the diabatic
heating anomaly and mean state static stability, while
the meridional gradient of the mean state relative vorticity has a modest effect.
According to the above diagnoses on the comprehensive model results in the framework of a simple Gill
model, the enhanced diabatic heating anomaly makes a
much greater contribution to the enhanced anomalous
NPC compared with the enhanced meridional gradient
of mean state relative vorticity, and it is responsible
for the general enhancement of the anomalous NPC.
Meanwhile, the amplitudes of enhancement of the mean
state static stability are similar in magnitude per degree

of warming among the three experiments, and the different amplitudes of enhancement between the CGCMs
and AGCMs mainly originate from the different amplitudes of the enhanced diabatic heating anomaly. As
the diabatic heating anomaly over the equatorial Pacific
is dominated by latent heating anomaly associated with
precipitation anomaly, the mechanisms for the amplitudes of change in the precipitation anomaly among the
three experiments are explored in the next section.

6. Mechanisms for the amplitude of change in the
precipitation anomaly over the equatorial Pacific
a. The effect of the SST warming pattern
The difference between the AMIP4K and AMIPFuture
experiments originates from the spatial pattern of mean
state SST warming. The pattern of mean state SST
warming prescribed in the AMIPFuture experiment
is characterized by an El Niño–like pattern over the
tropical Pacific (Fig. S6a), which is different from a
spatially uniform warming of 4 K in the AMIP4K experiment. Figure 6 examines how the SST warming
pattern modulates the change of the precipitation anomaly
through modulating the mean state precipitation over the
equatorial Pacific.
Figure 6a shows the difference in the amplitudes of
enhancement of the mean state precipitation between
the AMIPFuture and AMIP4K experiments, in comparison with the difference of the mean state SST
warming. The enhancement of mean state precipitation
is much stronger over the equatorial Pacific in the
AMIPFuture experiment than in the AMIP4K experiment, with the largest difference over the equatorial
central-eastern Pacific, suggesting that the El Niño–
like warming pattern can result in a stronger increase of
local mean state precipitation (Xie et al. 2010; Grose
et al. 2014). As shown in Figs. 6b–d, the precipitation
anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific
has a strong linear relationship with the local mean
state precipitation. The high correlations suggest that
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FIG. 6. (a) The difference of the amplitude of enhancement in the mean state precipitation between the AMIPFuture and AMIP4K
experiments (shading; mm day21 K21) and the mean state SST warming (contours; K). The contours are from 23.2 to 3.2 K with an
interval of 0.4 K, and the negative contours are dashed. The differences in precipitation agreeing in sign with at least 70% of the individual
models are stippled. (b)–(d) Scatter diagram for the P0 index (mm day21 K21) as a function of the P index (mm day21) in the AMIP,
AMIP4K, and AMIPFuture experiments, respectively. The P0 index is defined as the regional averaged precipitation anomaly during the
autumn of developing El Niño over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific (58S–58N, 1708E–1408W), and the P index is defined as the
regional averaged mean state precipitation over the equatorial Pacific (58S–58N, 1508E–1208W). The intermodel correlation coefficient is
marked at the top right for each panel.

the intensity of the precipitation anomaly is largely
modulated by the abundance of the current mean state
precipitation (He et al. 2017), and a stronger mean state
precipitation favors a stronger precipitation anomaly
over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific during El
Niño. The results indicate that the stronger increase of
mean state precipitation under an El Niño–like warming
pattern in the AMIPFuture experiment is responsible
for the stronger enhancement of precipitation anomaly
over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific, and explains
why the enhancement of the anomalous NPC is stronger
in the AMIPFuture experiment than in the AMIP4K
experiment. Those results demonstrate the significant
role of the SST warming pattern in modulating the intensity of the atmospheric circulation during El Niño,
consistent with Zhou et al. (2014), who emphasized the
importance of the SST warming pattern in affecting the

PNA teleconnection pattern during El Niño mature
winter.

b. The effect of the El Niño–related SST anomaly
Although a similar El Niño–like warming pattern of
mean state SST exists in both the RCP8.5 and AMIPFuture
experiments (Fig. S6), the amplitude of enhancement
in the anomalous NPC is much weaker in the RCP8.5
experiment than in the AMIPFuture experiment. In
contrast to the fixed interannual SST variability in
the AGCM experiments, the interannual variability of
SST anomalies may change in the CGCMs under global
warming. The change of the El Niño–related SST
anomalies in the MMM of the CGCMs and its possible
modulation on the change of the precipitation anomaly
over the equatorial Pacific are further investigated
respectively.
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FIG. 8. Scatter diagram for (a) the change of the DP0 index
(mm day21 K21) and (b) the change of the c index (106 m2 s21 K21)
as a function of the change in the El Niño pattern index (K K21).
The DP0 index is defined as the regional averaged change of the
precipitation anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific
(58S–58N, 1708E–1408W), and the pattern index is defined as the
averaged SSTA* over the box shown in Fig. 7c. The intermodel
correlation coefficient is marked in the top left for each panel.

FIG. 7. (a) Regressed SST anomalies (K K21) during the autumn
of developing El Niño onto the simultaneous Niño-3.4 index in the
Historical experiment. (b) The projected change of the regressed
SST anomalies (K K21) in the RCP8.5 experiment relative to the
Historical experiment. (c) As in (b), but for the change of the eddy
component of SST anomaly (SSTA*), where the SSTA* is defined
by removing the simultaneous tropical (208S–208N, 1208E–908W)
mean SST anomalies. The changes agreeing with at least 70% of
the individual models are stippled. The black dashed rectangle
denotes the key region (58S–58N, 1708–908W) selected to define the
El Niño pattern index.

In 20C, warm SST anomalies are seen in the equatorial central-eastern Pacific, with two cold SST anomaly
belts on its northern and southern flanks (Fig. 7a). As
seen in the change of the El Niño–related SST anomalies
in RCP8.5 relative to the Historical experiment (Fig. 7b),
warm SST anomalies are seen over the off-equatorial
Pacific whereas cold SST anomalies are seen over the
equatorial eastern Pacific. Although no robust changes

are found over the Niño-3.4 region and large intermodel
spread is present in ENSO amplitude change (Collins
et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2015; Maher et al. 2018), this
pattern of change in SST anomaly may modulate the response of precipitation anomaly since tropical precipitation follows the relatively high SST (Johnson and Xie
2010). After removing mean SST anomalies over the
tropical Pacific, the change of the eddy component of SST
anomaly (SSTA*, defined by removing the simultaneous
tropical mean SST anomalies) suggests a weakened SST
anomaly pattern associated with El Niño (Fig. 7c), and it
acts to weaken the precipitation anomaly over the equatorial Pacific during the autumn of developing El Niño.
The intermodel relationship between the changes in the
precipitation anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern
Pacific as a function of the change in the El Niño pattern
index (also simply pattern index or P index) is shown in
Fig. 8a, where the El Niño pattern index is defined as
regional averaged SSTA* over the equatorial centraleastern Pacific (58S–58N, 1708–908W). The robustly
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weakened El Niño pattern index during the autumn of
developing El Niño in a warmer climate is seen in 23 of 30
CGCMs (Fig. 8a), and these two quantities have an intermodel correlation of 0.63. These evidences indicate
that the change of the SST anomaly pattern does have an
impact on the intensity of the precipitation anomaly over
the equatorial central-eastern Pacific, and the weakened
El Niño–related SST anomaly pattern reduces the enhancement of the precipitation anomaly. Figure 8b further investigates the relationship between the change of
the El Niño pattern and the intensity of the anomalous
NPC. The linear correlation between the El Niño pattern
index and the change of the c index is 20.52, suggesting the weakened El Niño–SST anomaly pattern
does weaken the anomalous NPC by weakening the
enhancement of the precipitation anomaly over the
equatorial central-eastern Pacific.
The above analyses demonstrate that the weakened
El Niño–related SST anomaly pattern is responsible for
the weaker enhancement of the anomalous NPC in the
RCP8.5 experiment than in the AMIPFuture experiment. The weakened El Niño–SST anomaly partially
offsets the enhancement of the precipitation anomaly,
and weakens the enhancement of the anomalous NPC.
Those results suggest that the change of the SST
anomaly associated with El Niño also plays a nonnegligible role in modulating the response of the atmospheric circulation anomalies during El Niño to global
warming (Jiang et al. 2018).

7. Conclusions and discussion
a. Conclusions
El Niño stimulates an anomalous cyclone over the
WNP during its developing phase, and the anomalous
North Pacific cyclone (NPC) has a profound impact on
the East Asian climate variability. In the current study,
using the outputs from 30 CGCMs and 11 AGCMs, the
impact of global warming on the anomalous NPC during
the autumn of developing El Niño is investigated, and
a theoretical framework based on Gill model is adopted
to understand the underlying mechanisms. The major
findings are summarized as follows.
1) As projected by the CGCMs through the comparison
between the RCP8.5 and Historical experiments, the
anomalous NPC during the autumn of developing El
Niño is weakly strengthened by 2.8% K21 in the
MMM and suffers intermodel uncertainty. Based on
the AMIP4K and AMIPFuture experiments compared with the AMIP experiment when keeping the
El Niño–related SST anomaly unchanged, the pattern of change in the atmospheric circulation anom-
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alies over the WNP under mean state SST warming
shares a similar pattern of change with the CGCMs,
but the amplitude of the enhancement of the anomalous NPC is stronger.
2) A theoretical framework developed based on a simple Gill model well explains the change of the
anomalous NPC under global warming. Based on
the theoretical model, a diabatic heating anomaly
over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific, mean
state static stability, and the meridional gradient of
the mean state relative vorticity over the nearequatorial WNP are identified to be the three key
factors controlling the response of the anomalous
NPC to global warming. A quantitative diagnosis of
the CGCM and AGCM experiments suggests that the
change of the anomalous NPC is largely determined by
the competition between the diabatic heating anomaly
and mean state static stability, whereas the meridional
gradient of the mean state relative vorticity has only a
modest effect.
3) The amplitude of enhancement of the anomalous
NPC per degree of mean state warming is stronger
in AGCMs than in CGCMs, and stronger in the
AMIPFuture experiment than in the AMIP4K experiment for the AGCMs. The differentiated amplitudes
of enhancement of the anomalous NPC originate from
the change in latent heating anomaly over the equatorial central-eastern Pacific, which are modulated by
the change of the mean state SST warming pattern
and the El Niño–related SST anomaly. Compared
with a uniform warming in AMIP4K experiment,
the El Niño–like mean state SST warming pattern
strengthens the enhancement of the precipitation
anomaly through strengthening the mean state precipitation in the AMIPFuture experiment, and favors
a much stronger enhancement of anomalous NPC.
However, the weakened El Niño–related SST anomaly due to air–sea coupling in CGCMs partially offsets
the enhanced precipitation anomaly over equatorial
Pacific, which explains why the magnitude of enhancement of anomalous NPC is weaker in CGCMs
than in AGCMs.

b. Discussion
The change of the atmospheric anomalies is simply
scaled by the tropical mean SST warming in the above
analyses, and the possible nonlinear dependence on the
amplitude of the mean SST warming is further investigated. In total 31 periods (i.e., 2040–69, 2041–70, 2042–
71, . . . , 2070–99) from the RCP8.5 experiment are
selected and compared to the baseline period of 1950–
99 in the Historical experiment, and the percentage
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changes in the intensity of the anomalous NPC as a function of tropical mean SST warming for these 31 periods are
shown in Fig. 9. The amplitude of tropical mean SST
warming from the middle to the late twenty-first century
ranges approximately from 1.6 to 3 K, and the amplitude of
the enhancement in the intensity of the anomalous NPC
increases with the mean SST warming. The linear correlation between the tropical mean SST warming and the
percentage change of the intensity in the anomalous NPC
is 0.76, which is significant at the 99% confidence level.
This relationship is also examined in a lower-emission
scenario (RCP4.5) with smaller mean SST increase (Fig. S7).
In the low-emission scenario, the amplitude of the enhancement in the intensity of the anomalous NPC still
increases with the mean SST warming, and the linear
correlation between them is 0.62 (significant at 99%
confidence level). The high linear correlations suggest
that the response of the intensity of the anomalous NPC
to the tropical mean SST warming is generally linear, at
least within the warming amplitude we focus on. A wider
range of mean state warming (or cooling) is required to
identify the possible nonlinear response of anomalous
NPC to mean state climate change, which should range
from the extremely cold (at least dozens of degrees of
cooling) to the extremely warm (at least dozens of degrees of warming) climates as advised by previous studies
(Schneider et al. 2010; Byrne and O’Gorman 2013;
Levine and Boos 2016; Wills and Schneider 2016).
The simulated anomalous NPC in 20C is not exactly
the same between CGCMs and AGCMs. Based on the
streamfunction anomalies in the MMM, the intensity of
the anomalous NPC (evaluated over 58–308N, 1358E–
1508W) is 21.34 3 106 and 21.22 3 106 m2 s21 simulated
by the AMIP experiment and Historical experiment, respectively. The intensity of the anomalous NPC in the
AMIP experiment is comparable to the Historical experiment, but it is stronger in the AMIP experiment than the
Historical experiment by 9.8%, suggesting a slight overestimation of the atmospheric response to SST forcing in
AGCMs. However, it is not clear about the possible impact
of the bias in 20C simulation on the projected future
change, as the intermodel correlation between the simulated intensity of the anomalous NPC in 20C and its change
in 21C is only 0.22 among the CGCMs. Future study is
needed to address the possible impact of the 20C simulation on the projection of future climate change.
The air–sea coupling in the CGCMs tend to weaken the
El Niño–related SST anomaly pattern, which suppresses
the enhancement of the positive precipitation anomaly
over the equatorial Pacific and reduces the enhancement
of the anomalous NPC. The weakened El Niño–related
SST anomaly may be due to the response of tropical
clouds to global warming (Bony et al. 2004; Bony and
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FIG. 9. Scatter diagram for the percentage change of the c index
(%) as a function of the tropical mean SST warming (K). The 1950–
99 period in the Historical experiment is adopted as the baseline
period, 31 periods (i.e., 2040–69, 2041–70, 2042–71, . . . , 2070–99)
from RCP8.5 experiment are selected and compared to the baseline
period, and the percentage change in the intensity of the anomalous
NPC is obtained in each warming period. The correlation coefficient
between the percentage change of the c index and the tropical mean
SST warming is marked in the top left of the panel.

Dufresne 2005; Bellomo et al. 2015), which is associated
with the negative heat fluxes such as shortwave radiation
and latent heat flux and is worthy of further investigation.
As suggested by previous studies, the anomalous NPC is
the key bridge for the formation and maintenance of the
anomalous western North Pacific anticyclone (WNPAC; Li
et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2017b). The anomalous WNPAC
usually forms in the developing autumn of El Niño, is fully
developed during the mature winter of El Niño, and
maintains throughout the El Niño decaying phase, which is
an important circulation system directly conveying ENSO’s
impact on East Asian climate. As shown in Fig. 2, the
anomalous anticyclone over the South China Sea shows
a complicated change pattern under global warming
compared to the anomalous NPC, which may result
from multiple processes such as local atmosphere–
ocean interaction (Wang et al. 2000) or moist enthalpy advection/Rossby wave modulation (Wu et al.
2017a,b). Previous studies have suggested a weakened
anomalous WNPAC during El Niño decaying summer
(Jiang et al. 2018; He et al. 2019b) in a warmer climate,
and the response of the anomalous WNPAC during
other El Niño stages to global warming still remains
unknown and deserves further study.
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APPENDIX
A Theoretical Framework for Understanding
the Gill-Type Atmospheric Anomalies’ Response
to Global Warming
Following Wang and Li (1993), atmospheric circulation response to a specified diabatic heating described by
the Gill model (Gill 1980) in an equatorial beta plane
with a longwave approximation can be written as
8
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where u, y, Ø, and Q denote interannual time scale zonal
wind, meridional wind, geopotential, and diabatic heating,
respectively. Also, c is the first-baroclinic gravity wave
speed, « is the Rayleigh friction coefficient, I is the heating
coefficient, and b denotes the equivalent beta, which is
written as
›z
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where b0 is the meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter and z denotes the mean state relative vorticity.
According to the momentum equation, u and y can be
transformed into a function of Ø:
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where d denotes the change between two equilibrium
states.
The rotational component of atmospheric circulation
(designated by streamfunction c) and its change can be
obtained based on Eq. (A3). Combining Eqs. (A3) and
(A5), the fractional change of the rotational component
of atmospheric circulation can be expressed as
C
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Based on Eq. (A2), the fractional change of the equivalent beta can be transformed into the function of ›z/›y:
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and the relationship between the gravity wave speed c
and the static stability s is
1
C2 5 s DP2 ,
2

(A8)

where s is the mean state static stability at middle troposphere, and DP denotes the half depth of the free
troposphere, which equals 400 hPa.
Combining Eqs. (A5)–(A8), one may finally derive
the following relation:
›z 
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dc dQ
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where A and B are

Let LX and LY represent characteristic zonal and meridional length scales, respectively, and LY is equal to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the radius of Rossby deformation (LY 5 C/b). The
thermodynamic equation in Eq. (A1) may then be
written as
Ø5
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Taking the logarithm and applying total differentiation
on both sides of Eq. (A4), one may obtain
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Equation (A9) suggests that the fractional change of
the interannual time scale atmospheric circulation is
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determined by the fractional change of the diabatic
heating, the fractional change of the mean static stability
weighted by a parameter A, and the fractional change of
meridional gradient of the mean state relative vorticity
weighted by a parameter B.
The Rayleigh friction coefficient and characteristic
zonal length scale are given as 1.0 day21 and 5000 km,
respectively, and the values of other coefficients are
listed as follows:
8
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Letting the symbol d denote the fractional change of a
variable, finally Eq. (A9) can be written as
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